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Summary of 1995 WGCEP 
Forecast 

  

 30 year window, 65 zones, 14 fault segments, magnitude 6+ 
 Three zone types: 

  A: around fault segment with paleo history 
 B: around fault segment with no history 
 C: no dominant fault 

 Two separate models: 
  “Preferred” = TD (time dependent) 
  “Alternate”  = TI  (time independent) 
 I added a third: SoSo (same-old-same-old) based on past seismicity only, 

Poisson. 
 Epicenter rates and 30 year probabilities for all zones 
 “Cascade” model estimates rates for 52 contiguous combinations of 14 fault 

segments 
 Total rate: Cascade events, + single segment “characteristic” events in B 

zones, + distributed events in all zones. 
 



Cascade Earthquake Rates 
Preferred, Time 

Dependent 
Alternate, Time 

Independent 

Similar tables for San Jacinto and Whittier faults 



Magnitude 6+ quakes after 1995 



Map of Source Zones, with m6+ quakes after 1995 
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N-Test 



M-test, Magnitude distribution 



S-test, Area distribution 



Conclusions 
  Both TI and TD models over-predicted the regional total M6+ events: TD can 

be rejected at 95% confidence on the N-Test 

 M3+ aftershocks mark rupture pretty well.  

 The magnitudes of the observed earthquakes, and the zones in which 
they occurred, are consistent with both the TD and TI forecasts. 

 In spite of generous zone widths, it’s tempting (but formally not 
allowed) to adjust the zones. Same for characteristic magnitudes. 

 Only one earthquake (Parkfield) occurred on a fault recognized in 
1995.  

 None of the ruptures fit the definition of a characteristic earthquake or 
terminated at a presumed segment boundary. 

 Lessons for constructing and testing UCERF models: 

  Use broad but specific definitions of expected fault ruptures 

 Calibrate fault activity with historic seismicity 
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